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Abstract

Recently there is a growing interest in adaptive mtitimetia
networhng where the bandwidth of an ongoing mdtirnedia
cdl is variable k this paper we propose a d admission
control framework for adaptive mtitimedia servic~ in wire
l&s/mobile networks. We introduce the degradation period
ratio (DPR) QoS parameter, whia represents the portion of
a cdl’s fifetime that it is ~ocated bandwidth below a pre
defined target b=dwidth to the whole stice time of the
cdl. Based on DP& we present how to guarantee QoS to
usws anaytidly. Simtiations reveal that adaptive mtiti-
media framework outperforms the non-adaptive mtit-media
Servica.

1 Introduction

With the inaease in the demand on wirdessfrnobde com-
munications md the emergence of bandwidth-intensive mti-
timedia apphcations, qu~ty of service (QoS) protiloning
in wtid~s/mobile ne~orks is becoming more and more
important. A most si~at QoS parameter in wireless
ne~orks is forced-t errnination probablfity – the probabtity
that an accepted CA n~ be forced to terminate before the
completion of service k general, forced-termination of an
ongoing d is more unbearable than the blotig of cfl.
So far, cdl admiision control (CAC) has focused on how
to blo~ originating ~ to reduce the forced-termination
probabifi~[l, 2, 3]. However, with th~<introduction of adap
tive rnultimedia[4, 5], forced-terrninatlon probabfi@ m be
reduced to a negligible levd in normal trfic load.

Ongindly, the concept of adaptive mtitimedia was in-
troduced in fised networks. k &ed broadband networks
Eke ATh~, once a d is admitted to the network, a contract
between network and apphmtion is estabhhed. Then, they
both try to keep the contrxt throughout the d’s Metirne.
In such a paradigm, network cong~tion can cause 3uctu-
ations in the a~dabfity of network resourc~ and thereby
can re<tit in severe degradation of mtitimedia services. To
overcome this problem, many adaptive mtitimedia schemes
are proposed su& as hierarticd encoding[6] and network
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flters[7] to mitigate the effect of fluctuation in the network
rwources.

We advocate in this paper that an adaptive multime-
dia paradigm can play an important role to mitigate the
hig~y-varying rwource availability in wireless/mobile net-
works. Compared to &ed networks, the fluctuation in r~
source availablhty in wireless/mobile networks is much more
severe and results from two inherent featur= of such net-
works : fading and moblfity.

The fading in a wireless channel is highly varying with
time and spatial dependencies and interference. The second
reason for the fluctuation in resource availability is mobility
(or equitiently hadoff). We assume that the effect of fad-
ing can be mitigated by ri&-function transmission/reception
wireless subsystem. Our adaptive multimedia framework
takes into consideration only handoff. That is, adaptive
mtitirnedia cd &ang= its bandwidth only when there is
a new cti arrid, a cdl completion, or a handoff.

h this framework, we propose a CAC algorithm that can
guarantee QoS to users. Also, we introduce a reallocation
algorithm that managw the allocation of bandwidth of every
dl in a cell. Here rerdlocation means the bandwidth all~
cation of incoming cds and/or the &ange of bandwidth of
the ~ting cdk in a cell.

k the case of non-adaptive multimedia networking, the
incoming handoff cd to a given cell will be forced to ter-
minate if there are no available channels. However, in this
adaptive mtitimedia paradigm, the reallocation algorithm
reduces the bandwidth of the etisting calls in the given cell,
thereby freeing bandwidth for additiond &annels. Also,
the bandwidth of the incoming cdl can be adjusted ac-
cording to the situation of the given cell. In conclusion,
there is a tradeoff between having adaptive bandwidth and
reducing the forced-termination. That is, the problem of
forced-termination is moved to bandwidth adaptation which
is more bearable.

Sen et d.[8] have investigated the tradeoff between the
carried trtic and bandwidth degradation; however, the degra-
dation mode is restricted to the case in whiti only one chan-
nel of a cdl is released. Lu et d. have proposed a general
adaptation framework in [9] where the bandwidth of a cdl
can be adjusted continuously within its bound. Still, the dis-
crete blt rate of the adaptive multimedia is not taken into
consideration.

The rest of th~ paper is organized as follows. A model of
an adaptive multimedia is presented in Section 2. Our CAC
framework is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 describes
our re~ocation dgorithrn. Simulation results are shown in
Section 5. b Section 6, we discuss the forced-termination
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probabtity in adaptive multimedia Findy, we conclude
this paper in Section 7.

2 Adaptive Multimedia

2.1 Model D=ctiption

.%ccording to the adaptive multimedia paradigm, a mdti-
media cdl can d~mamidy change its bandwidth depend-
ing on the situation throughout its Metirne. \lTeassume
that the bandwidth of a cdl takes its due from the set
B = {bl. bz, .... bn} where bi < b~+l for i = 1,..., n – 1. \Ve
dso assume that dl C* bdong to a single class of cdk
and dl of tha assume (vazying) bandwidth dues horn
the same set B. Here we define bandwidth in terms of units
of bandwidth.

Let us take an e~ample of adaptive video stream with
fo~ dti~~t >du~ of bandwidth. H tideo stre~ ~ en-
coded by H.263, it can be bl. An video stream consisting of
only NIPEG I &ame can be bz. The whole lIPEG frame can
make b3. H forward error correction (FEC) code is added
into b3, thisvideo stream can be b4.

Our aim is to docate as much badwidth as possible to
every cdl. Equi~dently, a cti wants to be docated with
bandwidth bn (the mfium bandwidth) whenever possible.
However, ne~ork congestion may occur, in which case a ce~
cannot accommodateN cm with their maximum bandwidth
bn. h thiscasqone or more& shotid be ‘degraded” to
a 10WWbandwidth. To choose which * to degrade and
how much bandwidth of the chosen d to change is a role
of our relocation Agonthrn.

A r~ocation algorithm that manages the ~ocation of
bandwidth of each d is necessary in this adaptive mtiti-
media framework. According to the Merent QoS objective,
three can be diverse relocation algorithms. Here we adopt
a simpleObjedive of relocation algorithm – to minimize
the number of* with lower than pred&ed %arget band-
width”. The target bmdwidth @l be denoted by bt=r and
it is assumed to take a predetermined due horn the set B.
h our single das ne~ork, WC* are assumed to have the
same b:=r.

Our adaptive mtitimedia framework tries to dlo=te at
le~t the target bandwidth to every d in a cdl. hfore
exactly, the proposed CAC enforces the cd overload prob
ablh~ to be less than predetermined due PqO=. The ce~
overload probabfi~, PCO, represents the %eady state prob
abihty that there is at l-t one CW with lower than the
target bandwidth.

2.2 De~dation Petiod Ratio

lt7ith our adaptive framework, we cotid ignore the forced- ‘
termination probabfity in normal trtic load, as it can be
made practidy zero (see Section 6). Mead, we defini.
another QoS parameter : degradation period ratio. The
degradation period ratio (DPR) represents the portion of
a cfls Uetime that a d is docated bandwidth that is
lower than the target bandtidth. For example, if a CM’S
DPR is 0.5, the period w~e the d is ~omted lower thjn
the target bandwidth is hdf of the d’s Metime.

Ifre dbe a state as the number of & in each ce~
at each instant. A d may experience a number of stares
throughout its Efetima The residence time in a state rep
resents the time int~d betieen every rdocation point.
.4s mentioned before, relocation happens whenever there
is (1) a new d arri~d, (2) a @ completion, or (3) a

handoff. lVe assume that the time between every realloca-
tion fo~ows exponential distribution with rate ~. Here r is a
state transition rate which reflects how fast the state of the
system (a cell) will move to another state.

The state transition rate is a function of the new call ar-
ri~d rate J, the handoff cdl arrrivd rate Ah, the call service
rate p, and the handoff rate h. Here the handoff rate means
how fast a cdl will handoff and takes the inverse of cell resi-
dence time of a cdl. As is usual in the literature, we assume
that cdl arritis to each cell form a Poisson process with
mean J. Also, cdl service time and cell residence time is
assumed to follow exponential distributions with mean l/p
and l/h respectively. Then, the rate ~ can be calculated
from the effective new cdl arrival rate, the handoff call ar-
rid rate (see [2]), the call service rate, and the handoff rate
as in Equation 1.

~ = A(1 – pB)+ ~~+ ~[i]~+ ~[i]h (1)

b Equation 1, PB is the call blocking probability and
E[i] denot= the average number of calls in each cell. Fur-
thermore, according to [2], Ah can be expressed by Equation
2 where PHD isthe handoff dropping probability.

(2)

An accepted cdl will experience a ~umber of state tran-
sitions as (1) a new cdl is accepted, (2) a call is handed-off
from adjacent cells to a given cell, (3) calls are terminated,
or (4) a cdl in a given cell is handed-off to adjacent cells. Us-
ing r, we can calculate the probability distribution of how
many stat= a cdl will experience throughout its lifetime.
Suppose that the cdl resides in the i-th state for a time pe-
riod t~ (i = 1,2, ...). Then, the time between state change
fo~ow the exponential distribution with rate ~

P[t~ ~ t] = 1 – e-’t (3)

Let us denote the cdl service time by the random va:iable
r and the number of state transitions experienced by a call
by the random variable K. Then, the probability of a k-
state cdl (a cdl will experience k states during its lifetime)
is given by

For k = 1,

P[K = k] = P[T < tl]

l“J
t~—— pe ‘Pure-’tdrdtl

:*=O T=o
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drdtk...dt2dtl
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k general, probability of a k-state cdl is (~)k–l ~
for k =1,2, ....

At each state. a c~ til be docated with bandwidth
which may be lower than the target bandwidth or not. Let
PD be the “degradation probability” that a cdl W be d-
Iocated with bandwidth lower than the target bandwidth in
a state. H we assume that the state transition process of
a cdl is a d~cret~time hlarkov proc= and evq state is
independent of each other, thin, for a k-state cA, the num-
ber of states with lom’er than target bandwidth wi~ follow
the binomial distribution B(k, ~D). Let us denote Arkas the
random variable of the above distribution which represents
the number of degraded states of a k-state cd. Further-
more, if -Yk is mtitiphed by l/k, it &xTressesthe DPR of a
k-state cd obviously. Then we can calculate the fid DPR
as in Equation 6. Hwe .Y represents the ~~~ected DPR of
a cdl.

(6)

Equation 6 takes the form of summation of binomial&
tributions. In [10], the sum of random variabl~ fo~owing
bmomid distribution can be approtiated by normal &
tribution N(m, az ). Accordingly, m and a m be approxi-
mated by Equation 7 and 8 respectively Nhere Ck= P[K =
k]+.

m= 2 ckkPD (7)
k=l

U* = 2 ck2kPD(1 – ~D) (8)
k=l

Therefore, P[.Y > a] can be cdctiated by t~ fnnction[ll]
of standard norrnd distribution : Q(=).

\lTethink that the ultimate QoS to users in adaptive
mtitirnedia framework can be =Tressed by

P[Ar ~ a] ~ ~ (9)

h a stand~d normal distribution, we can find an o such
that P[Z > al = ~. Here Z is a random variable of a stau-
dxd normal distribution which is derived from Equation 6.
Finally, w’hat we have to do is to fid the maximum PD

that satisfies Equation 10, which in turn satties Equation
9. Hwe a is a given QoS ~due, and both m and u are a
bction of PD from Equation 6.

(10)

3 Call Admission Control

Now the problem is hoN CAC can guarantee QoS with r~
.~ect to DPR to users. lt’e basicdy adopt the CAC d-
gorithrn proposed in [1]. b this algorithm, the number of
cdk in the gi~-encm tier estimation period T is expected
probabfisticdly. That is, the number of handoff ~ which
is e\Tected to hand-off born the neighboring C* before T
is estimated. .Uso, the number of the remaining & in the
given cdl untfi T is estimatea Red that the cd over-
load probabl~ty ~ the probabti~ that there are at lea
one dl with 10WWthan target bandwidth in a cd. E the
c~ overload probabtity, Pco, is ax~ected to be greater than
predetermined QoS ~due (Pqo,) after T time units, then the

Table 1: Notation for Reallocation Algorithm

~
a~ailable bandwidth in tbe gik-en cell
amount of saueezabIe bandtvidth bv changing all
calIs with more than bi~. into calls lvith bi~.

Bhf amount of squeezable band}vidth by changing aI1
calIs \vith more than b“in into calls \vith bmin

originating cd is rejected. Thereby our CAC can enforce
Pco to be less than Pq~..

Thus, our CAC is based on PCO. However, QoS in adap-
tive multimedia is guaranteed by means of PD M duscussed
in Section 2. Therefore, Ne should calculate the ratio of Pco
to PD by

Here ~th is the mtilmum number of calls where there is
at l-t a cdl with less than bf.r in our adaptive framework.
.4k0, ~mnz k the maximumnumberof callsin a cell and
is calculated by L~j where C is a total bandwidth ca-m,fl
pacity of a cell. The parameter y(i) denotes the number of
calls with lower than the target bandwidth when there are
totdy i cdk in the given cell. Note that the value of y(i) is
uniquely determined for every state, which can be calculated
by &ding out the minimum y(i) that satisfies the following
equation

c = [i – y(i)]bta. +y(i)bmin + r, (o < T < bf=r – bmin) (12)

Finally, after calculating the ratio, we can compute the
m-urn PCO due that satisfies the QoS with respect to
DPR by multiplying ratio by PD. Recall that pq~. is the
upper bound due of PCO in our CAC algorithm. Therefore,
Pqo, equ~ the maximum PCO as calculated above.

4 Reallocation Algorithm

Our reallocation algorithm (RA) tries to minimize the num-
ber of cds with lower than target bandwidth. Equivalently,
it tries to maximize the number of C41S with equal to or
more than btar at any instant.

There are two kinds of RAs in each cell: for reduction
and for expansion. RA for reduction applies to the case
where a new CM or an incoming handoff call arrives in the
given cell. Depending on the situation, RA allocates the
suitable bandwidth to the incoming cdl (new call or handoff
dl) and reallocates the bandwidth of the existing calls, if
necessary. RA for exTansion tries to expand the calls with
lower than target bandwidth to bta, or more when there is
a outgoing handoff cdl or cdl completion in the givem cell.
The notation of our ~gorithrn is summarized in Table 1.

The d~cription of RA for reduction when a call (new or
handoff) arrives in the given cell is decribed below. There
are six cases in RA for reduction. Below, the operation
ReduceT(b~=~t,d) squeez- the calls with more than bf=, to
bf=, until ~A exceeds the b~aflted. Similarly, ReduceM(bWan~ed)

6
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squeezes the cak with more than bmintobmin untti BA m-
ceeds the bz,=n*cd.

2) else if (BA < b:a~ ad BA + BT 2 b:ar),
ReduceT(b:ar)
assign matimum bi to the incoming cdl
(b, ~ B.q, bta, ~ bi ~ bin==)

3) dse if (BA ~ bmin and BA + BT < bt=~),
assign mtimum bi to the incoming dl
(bi ~ BA9 bmin ~ bi < b*ar)

4) else if (BA < bm,n ~d BA + BT ~ bmin),

ReduceT(bmZa )
assign mtimum bi to the incoming CW
(b, ~ BA, bmin ~ bz < b*ar)

5) dse if (BA < bmzn ad BA + BAf ~ bmi=),
ReducekI(bmZn)
assign matimum bz to the incoming cdl
(b, ~ BA, bmin ~ bi < b*=r)

6) dse drop/block the cdl

When a cd Imves the cdl, the BA fi increase. This
change in BA may enable one or more & to -ad their
b=dwidth. The U for m~ansion fo~ows. Bdow, bmT de
not es the currently tiocated bandwidth of the correspond-
ing d and b,,~ denotes the required badwidth to upgrade
the bandwidth of the corr~ponding d.

1) order the remaining c~ls by decreasing DPR

2) for each cdl ~~,hosebandtidth is less than bf=r

b) if BA >= b~,q,
=sign matimum bi to the d
(b, ~ B.a, btar ~ bi ~ bin==)

c) dse if B.q < byeq =d B.4 + BT > breq,
ReduceT(b,.q )
assign matimum b, t;the cdl
(bi ~ BA, btar ~ bi ~ bin.=)

3) go to nal%dl

5 Numerical Results

b t&s section, we present the p~formance of our CAC using
au adapti~’e fi~ework md compare it to the same CAC in
the &ed mtitimedia paradigm where the bandwidth of on-
going d is &ed throughout its Metime. The bandwidth of
a cd in fixed multimedia pmadigm is 10 (bandwidth units)
in this simtiation mTerirnent. ~Wereas, there are 3 differ-
ent bandwidth ~dua in adaptive mdtimedia paradigm (see
Table 2). b the fixed paradigm, Pqos repr=ents the upper
bound of c~ o~’erload probabifir~ that is, the probabtity
that the number of -Tected C* after T is greaterthan the
maumum allowable number of ~ in a cd.

The mTerimentd restits here are based on the simtia-
tion of a system consisting of 10 cm arranged on a circle.
The proba~iity of a user handing off to any adjacent ce~

0.2 -
I

Table 2: Simulation Parameters

—7—

mc 200
bl 1 bmin
bz 9 btcr
b3 10 bma=

lp 500 seconds
1 h 100 seconds
T 20 seconds

.- —.——...__ . , - ---

1

!,
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,.

0.0&- b
10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0

EtimgLoad

Figure 1: Forced-termination Probability

is equally fikely. The system parameters for our simulation
are shown in Table 2.

h these ~eriments, our performance measures are the
forced-termination probability PF and cdl blocking proba-
bfity PB. Figure 1 shows that forced-termination probabil-
ity is always O in our CAC in adaptive multimedia, which
MgWghts the advantage of adaptive multimedia.

k Figure 2, the cdl blotilng probability of CAC in
both paradigms is shown accordingly as load (in Erlangs)
increass. When the cell overload probabihty is relatively
high (P~os=lO%), the cdl blocking probability of fied mul-
timedia is lower than that of adaptive multimedia. It is
mtiy because there are already many calls in each cell
in the adaptive multimedia paradigm as there is no forced-
termination. However, in the case that PqO, is relatively low

(Pq..=l%), adaptive multimedia shows better performance. -.

We think that th~ phenomenon results from two facts : 1)
when PqO=is low, the number of calls in each cell is already
suitably low and 2) bt=, in adaptive multimedia is less than
the bandwidth of a &ed multimedia cdl.

We defie another performance measure in this paper :
utikation. Here utilization represents the ratio of the band-

● .-

width used by completely serviced calls to the total band-
width capacity. Ha cdl is forced-terminated, the bandwidth
used by the cdl is not taken into account. Figure 3 shows
that ut~ization of adaptive multimedia outperforms that of
&ed mdtirnedia.
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0.5 Figure 4: State Transition Diagram
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1

6 Forced-termination Probabihty
0.4

k this section, we discuss the forced-termination probabil-
n
ea

1

ity in adaptive multimedia paradigm. According to [2, 12],
the forced-termination probability is directly proportionalz

~ 0.3 to handoff dropping probability. Thus we consider handoff

5/
dropping probability instead of forced-termination probabil-

Z i~- Here h~doff bopping probability meansthe probabil-
~ tied, Pqo~l070

02
ity that an attempt of handoff will fail.

As mentioned earfier, the handoff dropping probability
-tied, Pq=lY~ in our adaptive bamework is negligible in normal case. How-

ever, theoretically it is possible that a handoff fails if a given

0.1
cell is full of calls with bm~n(BA = O) and an incoming hand-
off cdl arrivw. That is, in our adaptive framework, the

,.

handoff dropping probability equals the steady state prob-
ablbty of m(~~az). The statetransition diagram in a cell

0.0 C= be described by Figure 4.
10.0 15.0 20.0 =.0 30.0 Recall that Ah denotes the handoff call arrival rate into

Edmg bad a cell and can be expressed by Equation 2. Furthermore, ~’
Figure 2: Cd Blocking Probabfity denotm the reduced new cdl arrid rate. It can be approx-

imated by fied point approximation[13, 14] as follows.

A’= A(l – PB) (13)

0.8

o.4~
10.0 15.0 20.0 2s.0 30.0

Edmg Load

Figure 3 Uttiation

Here PB represents the probability that a newly arriv-
ing cdl will be blocked it can be calculated by considering
steady state probability of three celk (the given cell and two
adjacent cells) in one dimension cellular network. Let the
function test(i, j, k) be the CAC function which returns O
when the newly arriving cdl should be rejected (see [1]).
Then, the equation for PB is exTrwsed by

Accordingly, we can figure out the steady state proba-
bifiti~ of a cell and thereby calculate the handoff dropping
probability by

Similar to the fixed point approximation in [13, 14], we
can solve the above equations by repeated substitution.

7 Conclusion

It is anticipated that multimedia app~cations with adaptive “
framework where the bandwidth of an ongoing cdl may vary
will become widespread. Although the forced-termination
probabihty can be ignored in this adaptive multimedia paradigm, 1

a CAC to guarantee QoS to users is highly required. In this I
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pap=, we have proposed a novd QoS parameter: degrada-
tion period ratio (DPR). ItTeha}-e discussed how to guar-
antee QoS on DPR to users. Simtiation is conducted to
hig~lght the ad~wtage of adaptive multimedia in comp~-
ison with non-adaptive multimedia h this tiudy, ody a
single class of adaptive mtitimedia has been inv=tigated.
In the future we wfl a>~end our CAC scheme for multiple
d=ses where there are various adaptive multimedia streams
in an integrated services netiork
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